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Abstract
Three-dimensional direct numerical simulations with detailed chemistry were performed
to investigate the effect of equivalence ratio on spatial variations of the heat release rate
and flame markers of hydrogen/carbon monoxide syngas expanding spherical premixed
flames under turbulent conditions at elevated pressures. The flame structures and the heat
release rate were analysed and compared between fuel-lean, stoichiometric and fuel-rich
centrally ignited spherical flames. The equivalence ratio changes the balance among
thermo-diffusive effects, Darrieus-Landau instability and turbulence, leading to different
flame dynamics and the heat release rate distribution, despite exhibiting similar cellular
and wrinkling flames. The Darrieus-Landau instability is relatively insensitive to the
equivalence ratio while the thermo-diffusive process is strongly affected by the
equivalence ratio. As the thermo-diffusive effect increases as the equivalence ratio
decreases, the fuel-lean flame is more unstable than the fuel-rich flame with the
stoichiometric flame in between, under the joint effects of the thermo-diffusive instability
and the Darrieus-Landau instability. The local heat release rate and curvature display a
positive correlation for the lean flame, no correlation for the stoichiometric flame, and
negative correlation for the rich flame. Furthermore, for the fuel-lean flame, the low and
high heat release rate values are found in the negative and positive curvature zones,
respectively, while for the fuel-rich flame, the opposite trends are found. It is found that
heat release rate markers based on species concentrations vary strongly with changing
equivalence ratio. The results suggest that the HCO, HO2 concentrations and product of
OH and CH2O concentrations show good correlation with the local heat release rate for
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H2/CO premixed syngas-air stoichiometric flame under turbulent conditions at elevated
pressures.

Key Words: Direct Numerical Simulation, Syngas Combustion, Elevated Pressure,
Equivalence Ratio, Heat Release Rate Imaging, Flame Markers

Introduction
The growing concerns over the correlation between the global temperature and the carbon
dioxide concentration in the atmosphere have prompted calls for increasing the use of
low carbon fuel blends in future combustion engines [1-3]. Hydrogen and high hydrogen
content (HHC) syngas fuel blends may become a major source of low carbon fuels.
Fundamental and applied investigations on hydrogen and syngas combustion
characteristics have been widely conducted due to their practical relevance to clean
combustion technologies.

For

example,

many investigations

into combustion

characteristics of hydrogen and hydrogen-enriched syngas fuels have been reported for
spark ignition internal combustion engine [4-7] and gas turbine combustor configurations
[8]. These studies elucidated the general combustion characteristics of hydrogen and
syngas fuels, as well as different mixture formation strategies and their emission
characteristics. Detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms for hydrogen and syngas oxidation
were also developed, for example [9-12].

In response to the interest in syngas

combustion, several fundamental studies have been conducted on issues such as fuel
variability and flame characteristics [13-14], flame blow out limits of syngas mixtures
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[15], laminar burning velocity [16-17] and high-pressure low-temperature ignition
behaviour [18].

The aforementioned studies have revealed that the combustion characteristics and
operability limits of HHC syngas flames differ considerably from those of conventional
hydrocarbons. They have also highlighted several unresolved issues, particularly with
respect to premixed combustion mode of HHC syngas fuels. One such issue is the
characterisation of heat release rate region (i.e. combustion intensity region) of HHC
premixed syngas flames with respect to different fuel-air ratios at elevated pressures,
where combustion engines are generally operating. For example, increase in pressure
reduces the flame thickness and triggers flame wrinkling at progressively smaller scales.
This in turn can influence the local variation in the heat release rate. The complexity can
be further increased with respect to equivalence ratio effects at elevated pressures [19].
Therefore, it is desirable to study the effects of equivalence ratio on combustion intensity
of HHC syngas premixed flames at elevated pressures.

The local heat release rate (HRR) is generally expressed as:
Ns

Q = ∑ hk ω k

(1)

k =1

where ω k ( kgm −3 s −1 ) and hk ( Jkg −1 ) are the chemical mass production rate and species
enthalpy of species k , and N s is the total number of species involved in the oxidation
processes.
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Many experimental and numerical studies have been performed in fundamental
configurations related to understanding the spatial distribution of local HRR in fuel-lean,
stoichiometric and fuel-rich laminar and turbulent hydrogen and/or hydrogen-blended
hydrocarbon premixed flames at the atmospheric pressure. In most experiments carried
out for traditional hydrocarbon premixed flames at the atmospheric pressure, the HRR
has been indirectly estimated via chemiluminescence measurements of radical species
concentrations. For example, investigations by Najm et al. [20] revealed that the formyl
radical (HCO) correlates very well with the HRR in laminar premixed flames.
Furthermore, Paul and Najm [21] found that the product of hydroxyl (OH) and
formaldehyde (CH2O) images correlates well with the HRR in laminar premixed flames.
Bockle et al. [22] tested the applicability of the product of OH and CH2O on estimating
HRR in turbulent premixed flames and found that simultaneous imaging of OH and
CH2O correlates well with temperature measurements in turbulent Bunsen flames.
Vagelopoulos and Frank [23] have demonstrated that the methylidyne radical (CH)
follows heat release image reasonably well and can be used as a flame marker in
undiluted methane flames at the stoichiometric condition. Various groups have found
that product of OH and CH2O radicals correlates well with the HRR for turbulent
premixed flames under various conditions including premixed flames approaching the
blow-off conditions [24-27]. However, experiments are typically restricted to twodimensional sections of the flame while the three-dimensional description of the flame
generally requires three-dimensional numerical simulations.
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Numerous computational studies have also been performed to study variations in heat
release rates in turbulent hydrocarbon, hydrogen and/or hydrogen-enriched hydrocarbon
premixed flames at atmospheric pressure. Particularly, Direct Numerical Simulations
(DNS), in which the governing equations are fully resolved down to the Kolmogorov
length scales, have been successfully conducted to reveal the HRR patterns of various
fuel/air mixtures at atmospheric pressure. For example, Baum et al. [28] analysed DNS
results of peak radical concentrations relative to peak heat release in turbulent H2/O2/N2
flames over a range of equivalence ratios ranging from 0.35 (fuel-lean mixture), 1.0
(stoichiometric mixture) to 1.3 (fuel-rich mixture). They found that heat release and
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) contours remain thin and connected over a range of
equivalence ratio considered. They also observed transition of heat release rate patterns
from fuel-lean cases to fuel-rich cases. Echekki and Chen [29] performed DNS and
evaluated the effects of strain rate and curvature on the intermediate radical
concentrations and heat release for premixed methane-air flames. They found that faster
diffusing intermediate species, such as H and H2, link intensely with flame curvature and
also reflected in the heat release rates. DNS results reported by Im and Chen [30] have
demonstrated that the preferential diffusion (non-unity Lewis number effects) influences
the maximum heat release rate in rich-rich mixture and lean-lean mixture interacting
premixed hydrogen flames. They have also demonstrated that the heat release rate is
intensified near the flame cusp region that is concave toward the fresh mixture for the
rich-rich mixture with equivalence ratio 2.0, while heat release rate is weakened near the
cusp region for the lean-lean mixture with equivalence ratio 0.4. Later, Hawkes and Chen
[31] performed DNS of hydrogen blended lean-premixed methane flames with
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equivalence ratio 0.52 and demonstrated that the volumetric heat release is increased due
to hydrogen-enrichment as well as turbulence stretch effects. Wang et al. [32] studied
hydrogen-air swirling premixed flames with equivalence ratios 0.6 and 1.0 using DNS.
They found that the heat release in the stoichiometric swirling flame is higher than the
fuel-lean swirling flame. Recently, Nikolaou and Swaminathan [33] re-examined the
validity of radical species HCO as a reliable HRR marker with respect to stoichiometric
and lean combustion of methane-air mixtures and for hydrogen-enriched multicomponent fuel-air mixtures using DNS data. Their analysis suggests that the product of
H and CH2O correlates better with the HRR for low and high turbulent flames compared
to the product of OH and CH2O. They also identified hydroperoxyl radical (HO2) as a
HRR marker for low hydrogen content multi-component H2/CO/CH4/H2O syngas flame.
Although the aforementioned experimental and DNS studies provide valuable insights
into the local variation of the HRR and flame markers at atmospheric pressure, unsteady
HRR patterns and suitable flame markers at elevated pressures are still not well
established.

In the light of the above observations, the objective of this study is to investigate the local
heat release rate of HHC premixed H2/CO syngas-air mixture at elevated pressures and
examine how commonly used flame markers correlate with the HRR over a range of
equivalence ratios changing from fuel-lean to stoichiometric to fuel-rich mixtures under
turbulent conditions. For this, we have performed three-dimensional DNS using complex
chemistry and the mixture-averaged transport model (non-unity Lewis number model)
including the Soret effect (thermal diffusion). The present study is part of a larger effort
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to identify the flame characteristics of hydrogen and syngas combustion of both nonpremixed and premixed combustion modes at the atmospheric and high pressure
conditions. Our earlier three-dimensional direct numerical and large eddy simulations
focused on the fundamental burning issues of turbulent non-premixed flames over a wide
range of flow conditions and syngas mixtures at the atmospheric pressure [34-40]. Our
very recent three-dimensional DNS investigated different aspects of HHC turbulent
premixed flames from low to high initial turbulence levels at elevated pressures [41, 42].
It is noted that in a previous DNS study of the preferential diffusion effects on lean
premixed syngas flames at elevated pressures [41], it was found that the thermo-diffusive
instability greatly influences the cellular flame front wrinkling of the lean premixed HHC
syngas flame as a result of strong preferential diffusion effects when the flame develops
under low initial turbulence level at elevated pressures. The study also found that the
thermo-diffusive instability effects are destabilising and preferential diffusion is
overwhelmed by turbulent mixing for the lean premixed syngas flame when the flame
develops under high initial turbulence level at elevated pressures. We also found small
and large scale wrinkling structures that develop over the flame surface of a lean
premixed syngas flame increase its area and thereby the global propagation speed at
elevated pressures compared to those at atmospheric pressure [42].

The following

sections will describe numerical methods and simulation details and results. The final
section presents conclusions.
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Numerical methods and simulation details
To investigate the effects of equivalence ratio on variation in the spatial distribution of
the HRR at elevated pressure of p=4bar, three DNS test cases of turbulent expanding
spherical flames ranging from fuel-lean to stoichiometric to fuel-rich combustion were
performed. Three equivalence ratios selected were 0.7 (lean flame), 1.0 (stoichiometric
flame) and 1.4 (rich flame), respectively. In all three cases considered here, DNS was
performed for HHC premixed H2/CO syngas fuel mixture with 70% of H2 and 30% of
CO by volume. In all DNS test cases, the turbulent Reynolds number (Ret) based on
initial turbulence velocity fluctuations and the integral length was set to 100, and the
pressure was set to 4atm.

For the present DNS cases, the parallel DNS flame solver Parcomb [43-45] is used.
Parcomb solves the fully compressible transport equations on a uniform Cartesian grid
for mass, momentum, total internal energy, and the mass fraction of chemical species
using detailed transport properties. In this study, we employ the mixture-averaged
transport model (non-unity Lewis number model) supplemented with a model for Soret
effect (thermal diffusion) to compute the diffusive process. It is important to note that the
Soret effect is considered to be vital in situations where light radicals such as H or H2 are
present, in particular for HHC syngas combustion. To compute the diffusion velocities,
one has to accurately determine the binary coefficient via the diffusion matrix, which is
computationally expensive. In this study, we adopt the Hirschfelder-Curtiss approach
[46], whereby an appropriate diffusion coefficient is obtained via binary diffusion
coefficient.
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Spatial derivatives are obtained using a sixth order central difference scheme which
gradually reduces to a fourth order central difference scheme near boundaries. Time
integration is achieved using a fourth order Runge–Kutta scheme. A Courant-FriedrichsLevy (CFL) condition for the convective terms and a Fourier condition pertaining to the
diffusion terms are imposed to ensure the stability of the explicit integration and
determine a suitable time step. As in previous DNS studies of high pressure combustion
[41, 42], improved non-reflecting inflow/outflow Navier-Stokes characteristics boundary
conditions (NSBC) are applied in analogy with the pressure relaxation [47]. The initial
isotropic turbulent velocity field for each case was initialised using a combined approach
of digital filtering (DF) [48] and random noise diffusion [49]. The flame chemistry is
represented by the H2/CO kinetic scheme developed by Goswami et al. [50, 51]. This
reaction model incorporates the thermodynamic, kinetic, and species transport properties
related to H2 and CO oxidation at elevated pressures, consisting of 14 species (O, O2, N2,
H, H2, H2O, OH, H2O2, HO2, CO, CO2, HOCO, HCO, CH2O) and 52 individual
reactions. Readers are referred to [41, 42] for details of the governing equations and the
mixture-averaged transport model.

Fig. 1 shows the computational domain of the expanding spherical flame. The cubic
domain

has

a

length

of

8.0 ×10−3 m on

each

side.

A

time

step

of

approximately 6.0 ×10−9 s was used for all simulations. The initial hot spherical laminar
flame kernel is constructed at the centre of the computational domain with initial radius
of r0 = 0.6mm . The physical and numerical parameters used in the present study are listed
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in Table 1, where lt

is the integral length scale measured directly from the initial

turbulence field, u ' the rms velocity fluctuation, S L the laminar flame speed,
Ret = u ' lt /ν the turbulent Reynolds number, δ th =
(Tb − Tu ) / max | ∇T | the laminar
thermal flame thickness with Tb and Tu being the burnt and fresh gas temperatures,
Da = (lt / u ') /(δ th / S L ) the Damköhler number, Ka = [(u '/ S L )3 /(lt / δ th )]0.5 the Karlovitz
number. A fresh gas temperature of Tu = 300 K is considered. Since the focus in this work
is on the influence of equivalence ratio on combustion intensity, we have used nearly
identical initial turbulence field for each flame. Each set up is superimposed with a
homogeneous isotropic turbulent field at t=0 with u ' ≈ 1.1 m/s. It is noted that
u '/ S L shows different values for different cases in Table 1 due to increase in laminar
burning velocity when the fuel-air mixture changes from lean to stoichiometric to rich
conditions. For the H2/CO syngas fuel mixture with 70% of H2 and 30% of CO at a
pressure value of 4 atm, the laminar burning velocity, S L ≈ 0.53, 0.76 and 0.86 m/s for
equivalence ratios of 0.7, 1.0 and 1.4, respectively. From the calculation of turbulence
intensity u '/ S L and length-scale ratio lt / δ th , it can be concluded that the flames
considered here fall within the Thin Reaction Zone (TRZ).

To gain an understanding of the effect of grid resolution on the DNS results at elevated
pressures, simulations were conducted for the lean mixture case using three different
Cartesian grids with 400 × 400 × 400, 600 × 600 × 600 and 800 × 800 × 800 points. Overall,
the HRR plots obtained from three different grids indicate that a Cartesian grid with
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600 × 600 × 600 grid points produces grid-independent results for the simulated flame at a

pressure value of 4 atm. Results of the grid-independent analysis are provided in [41, 42].

Results and discussion
In this section, the results of the simulations will be presented. The objective is to discuss
the effect of equivalence ratio on local HRR of HHC syngas premixed flames, and
identify appropriate flame markers which correlate with the HRR, ideally as much
linearly as possible at elevated pressures. For this, first we discuss the effect of
equivalence ratio on intrinsic flame instabilities, cellular flame structures, and variations
in the spatial distribution of the HRR. Next, we assess the effect of equivalence ratio on
reliable chemical markers based on minor species concentrations that correlate well with
the HRR.
Effect of equivalence ratio on heat release rate variation
To identify the effect of equivalence ratio on evolution of flame wrinkling at elevated
pressures, we compare the transient flame development among the flames. Fig. 2 shows
the sequences of images of lean, stoichiometric and rich expanding spherical flames at 4
atm. The DNS images demonstrate that the three flames exhibit nearly identical flame
morphology at the very early stage, but they become heavily wrinkled and showing
differences at the later stage. The sequences of images in Fig. 2 show how flames
spherically expand, first through the cracking of the flame surface, followed by the
development of a cellular structure, and the eventual appearance of a turbulent flame. To
study the effect of equivalence ratio on flame acceleration at elevated pressures, we
developed all three flames to a fixed surface area, where flames are spherically expanded
12

and cellular burning structures are fully developed. We calculate the flame surface area
on non-dimensional progress variable iso-surface c=0.5 (flame front).
The progress variable is defined as:
=
c

T − Tu 0
= 
Tb − Tu  1

fresh gas mixture
burnt gases

(2)

where Tu and Tb are the unburned and burned gas temperatures, respectively.

It is seen that at the late stage (bottom images of Fig. 2), the time taken by the lean flame
to develop to a fixed flame surface area (5.685e-5 m2) is t=1.35e-4s while its value for
stoichiometric and rich flames are t=1.48e-4s and t=1.63e-4s, respectively. This is
because the three flames accelerate at different rates due to different u '/ S L values.

Given the nature of cellular burning structures over the flame surface (Fig. 2), it is of
interest to assess the effect of equivalence ratio on the magnitude of flame wrinkling at
elevated pressures. The magnitude of flame wrinkling can be evaluated using curvature,
which marks the direction of the gradient scalars within the flame and is coupled with the
diffusion rates of heat and mass. To evaluate flame wrinkling using curvature, the local
curvature is calculated from the flame front coordinates using the following formula:

κ=

∂N i
∂xi

,

(3)

c = c∗

where N i is the ith component of the local flame normal vector, given by:
Ni = −

1 ∂c
∇c ∂xi

(4)
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Note that κ is taken to be positive (negative) when the flame is convex (concave) in the
direction of the unburned mixture. Here c is the progress variable.

Fig. 3 shows iso-surfaces of the flame front coloured by local curvature. Iso-surfaces of
the three flames are plotted at a fixed surface area of 5.685e-5 m2, where flames are
spherically expanded and cellular burning structures are fully developed. The simulations
were run up to t=1.35e-4s, 1.48e-4s, 1.63e-4s for lean, stoichiometric and rich flames
respectively. Fig. 3 demonstrates that all the three flames are wrinkled with appearance of
small scale convex (positive curvature) and concave (negative curvature) structures
superimposed with large scale flame branches. To further identify the effect of
equivalence ratio on the formation of small and large scale wrinkling structures at
elevated pressures under turbulent conditions, we plotted a zoom view over a selected
region in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, for the lean flame, interestingly, a zoom view region shows a
strongly wrinkled surface with more prominent convex structures than concave structures.
The convex structures protrude into the unburned reactants and expand the effective
contact surface between the flame front and unburned reactants. For the stoichiometric
flame, a zoom view region still shows similar small scale convex and concave structures,
which are weaker than those of the lean flame. Furthermore, the zoomed view of the rich
flame shows even weaker small scale structures compared to both lean and stoichiometric
flames. It is important to note that these findings are consistent with hydrogen/air and
syngas/air experimental observations reported in [52-55]. Together, Figs. 3 and 4 indicate
much more convex structures than concave structures on the flame front for all the three
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flames, which reveals a common feature of turbulent premixed flames at elevated
pressures [56].

To further investigate the curvature effects on flame wrinkling at different equivalence
ratio in high pressure environment, we plotted histogram and probability density function
(pdf) of curvature for lean, stoichiometric and rich flames. Fig. 5 shows histograms and
the true pdf curves (green-line) and Gaussian pdf curves (red-line) for lean,
stoichiometric and rich flames, respectively. Note that the histogram illustrates the
underlying distribution of curvature values with local bins in separate frequency range,
the Gaussian pdf curve illustrates the probability calculated from the normal distribution,
and the true pdf curve illustrates the actual pdf values. The histogram and pdf curves are
plotted at time instants correspond to Fig. 3. From Fig. 5, it is evident that there is a
finite probability of finding a negative or positive curvature value for all three flames,
although the probability of finding a positive or negative curvature value is much higher
for the lean flame compared to stoichiometric and rich flames, leading to strong flame
wrinkling along the flame front. The most prominent feature of the curvature histograms
is the more symmetrical distribution with a peak at zero curvature value for the lean
flame, and a more asymmetric distribution biased toward positive curvature values for the
rich flame. This finding reveals that when the rich flame is spherically expanded and
cellular burning structures are full developed, it shows relatively less concave (cusps)
structures along the flame front. This may be attributed to the stabilisation of intrinsic
flame instabilities in a rich flame. A detailed discussion on the effect of equivalence ratio
on intrinsic flame instabilities follows later in this section. Generally, Fig. 5 provides
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direct evidence that the dynamical processes of flame surface wrinkling that occurs at
high pressures influence the spatial distribution of the heat release rate along the flame
front.

It is known that centrally ignited flames are subjected to intrinsic flame instabilities:
Thermo-Diffusive (TD) instability as a result of strong preferential diffusion (non-unity
Lewis number) effects, and Darrieus-Landau (DL) instability resulting from thermal
expansion [52-55]. The DL instability is particularly dominant in large scale wrinkling
structures while the TD instability is mainly responsible for the small scale wrinkling
structures.

In premixed flames propagating under turbulent conditions at elevated

pressures, the flame front wrinkling is affected by both turbulence and intrinsic flame
instabilities like DL-TD instabilities [41, 55-56].

To assess the quantitative effect of TD and DL instabilities on cellular flame front growth
rate for the three flames, we analyse the instability plots between each flame. Details of
the mathematical expressions for the growth rate, ω (1 − Ω / Pe) , contribution to the
growth rate of the TD instability, −ωΩ / Pe , contribution to the growth rate of the DL
instability, ω , are given in the appendix. The effective Lewis number Leeff appears in
the mathematical expressions depends on equivalence ratio and defined here as the
combination of the fuel and oxidiser Lewis numbers [57].
=
Leeff

LeD + ΑLeE
=
Α
,
1+ Α

 1 + β (φ −1 − 1) φ < 1

1 + β (φ − 1) φ > 1.
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(5)

where LeE and LeD are the Lewis number of excessive and deficient reactants,
respectively. Based on the parameters presented in Table 2, the effective Lewis number is
calculated from Eq. (5) corresponding to each mixture.

Fig. 6 illustrates the TD

instability, DL instability, and growth rate as a function of the wave number for
equivalence ratios of 0.7, 1.0 and 1.4. It is evident that for the lean flame, the TD curve
shows nearly zero values at small wavenumbers but slightly negative values at large
wavenumbers, indicating that the thermo-diffusive effect is stabilising overall. For the
stoichiometric and rich flames, the TD curves show strong negative values especially
with increasing wave number, implying that the TD influence is stabilising.

On the other hand, the DL instability curves show positive values for the three flames. As
seen in the mathematical expression given in the appendix, the DL instability parameter
depends solely on the thermal expansion coefficient σ , which has a value of 6.8 for the
lean flame, 6.95 for the stoichiometric flame, and 6.85 for the rich flame (Table 2). For
all three flames, the results indicate that the DL effects are destabilising at high wave
numbers due to decrease of the flame thickness at elevated pressures. Generally, by
inspection of the DL instability curve between each flame, we see that the hydrodynamic
instability is marginally similar and promote instability at high wave numbers. This
occurs mainly due to nearly identical thermal expansion coefficient. Furthermore, the
growth rate plot shows marginally positive values for the lean flame, but strong negative
values for stoichiometric and rich flames, particularly at higher wave numbers. The
growth rate plot indicates that the intensity of destabilisation is reasonably strong for the
lean flame that is nominally thermo-diffusively unstable. The growth rate of the lean
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flame is influenced by the combined hydrodynamic and thermo-diffusional instabilities,
which in turn influence the flame front wrinkling. In addition, the flame front wrinkling
of the lean flame is also affected by turbulence [41]. As equivalence ratio increases, the
thermo-diffusive effects are stabilising and overall the flame becomes more stable. In
such case, the flame front wrinkling is influenced by the hydrodynamic instability as well
as turbulence (Fig.4). In general, the trends observed from the instability plots in Fig. 6
confirm that the lean flame is more unstable than the stoichiometric flame, which is in
turn more unstable than the rich flame. It is noted that while TD instability is suppressed
in the rich mixture due to the higher Lewis number, pulsating instability, which is thermal
diffusive in nature, can be activated in sufficiently off-stoichiometric rich mixtures
( φ ≥ 1.3 ) with increasing positive stretch [58]. This in turn can couple with other
instabilities and alter quantities of interest such as mass burning rate in the rich mixture.

Since our primary aim is to assess the effect of equivalence ratio on local HRR, we now
study the detailed spatial distribution of the heat release along the flame front. Fig. 7
shows iso-surface contours of instantaneous HRR for the three flames at 4 atm. The isosurface contours of instantaneous HRR show noticeable differences in the spatial
distribution of the HRR with respect to varying equivalence ratio. The flame front of the
lean flame is much thinner and more wrinkled compared to those of the stoichiometric
and rich flames. For the lean flame, the most distinct feature is the small values of HRR
in some local areas along the flame front. It is seen that these areas coincide with small
scale concave (or cusps) structures protruding into the burned mixture. To further
visualise this behaviour, we plotted zoomed-in view of selected regions in Fig. 8.
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Together, Figs. 7 and 8 suggest that, for the lean flame, weak burning structures are
formed in regions of strong negative curvatures. For the stoichiometric flame, well burn
structures are observed along the flame front compared to the lean flame. This difference
is more obvious at concave structure. This may be due to the suppression of the TD
instability, leading to the reduction of strength of small scale concave structures. For the
rich flame, intense burning is observed along the flame front, which remains thick and
continuous, even in the regions of concave structures. This behaviour was also observed
in the previous DNS work by Im and Chen [30] for the rich hydrogen premixed flame at
the atmospheric pressure.

Together, Figs. 7 and 8 indicate that convex structures associated with positive curvatures
and concave structures associated with negative curvatures lead to very different flame
front characteristics and consequently quite different values of the HRR. To shed more
light into the effects of negative and positive local curvature values on the HRR at
different equivalence ratios, the scattered HRR versus local curvature along the
instantaneous flame front are plotted (Fig. 9). Significantly, the results of lean,
stoichiometric and rich flames show noticeable differences. As seen in Fig. 9, for the lean
flame, lower HRR values are found in negative curvature regions. For example, for the
lean flame, the lowest local HRR (3.5e+10 W/m3) occurs in the negative curvature zone
with curvature of approximately -20000 1/m. Such a region is close to local flame
extinction along the flame front. Furthermore, for the lean flame, the best-fit curve shows
positive correlation between curvature and HRR with high HRR values in the positive
curvature zone and low HRR values in the negative curvature zone. This is an important
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finding. On the other hand, for the stoichiometric flame, the best-fit curve shows no
obvious correlation between curvature and HRR. Finally, for the rich flame, the best-fit
curve indicates negative correlation between curvature and HRR. It shows an increase in
HRR in the negative curvature zone and decrease in HRR in the positive curvature zone,
in agreement with the contour plots in Figs. 7 and 8. For example, for the rich flame, the
highest local HRR (2.48e+11 W/m3) occurs in the negative curvature zone with curvature
of approximately –50000 1/m while lowest value (5e+10 W/m3) exhibits in the positive
curvature zone with curvature of approximately 50000 1/m. Interestingly, similar trends
were also reported by Ayoola et al. [24] in their experiment carried out for turbulent
premixed flames with Lewis numbers are greater than unity at atmospheric pressure. One
possible explanation is: in the rich flame, the convex areas of positive curvature on the
reactant side the mixture is too rich to burn fast; the concave areas of negative curvature
on the product side have high temperature and still sufficient fuel available to burn. This
explanation can be extended to lean and stoichiometric flames too. In the lean flame, the
concave regions on the product side simply have a lack of fuel to burn, so its HRR is
lower than that on the reactant side. For the stoichiometric flame, the two factors,
temperature and availability of fuel, in the positive and negative curvature regions
balance each other, so that the HRR and curvature appear to be uncorrelated.

Effects of equivalence ratio on heat release rate markers
In this section, we discuss the effect of equivalence ratio on heat release rate markers for
high hydrogen content syngas fuel mixture at elevated pressures. Given our
understanding of well-known HRR markers of premixed flames such as HCO. HO2 and
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product of OH and CH2O for combustion at the atmospheric pressure [20-22, 33], it is
natural to ask, how reliable these HRR markers are for turbulent premixed flames with
substantial amount of hydrogen in the syngas fuel mixture at elevated pressures? It is not
entirely clear whether species such as HCO, HO2 and product of OH and CH2O are
linearly correlated with heat release for high hydrogen content syngas turbulent premixed
flames at elevated pressures due to two major reasons: the first reason is effects of
curvature and strain rates induced by large scale wrinkling as a result of flame induced
turbulence at high pressure and fine scale wrinkling as a result of flame intrinsic
instability, the second reason is the molecular structure effects on the oxidation of
chemistry. It is noted that the second issue is even more important for high hydrogen
content fuel mixtures such as H2/CO syngas because preferential diffusion effects can
play a role in molecular diffusion [41]. In addition to these two reasons, the correlations
can also be influenced by the equivalence ratio. Turning now to study this question, we
analyse scatter plots of the normalised HRR with the normalised mass fraction of HCO,
normalised mass fraction of HO2, and product of normalised mass fractions of OH and
CH2O for the three flames.

Fig. 10 shows the normalised HRR against the normalised mass fraction of HCO for lean,
stoichiometric and rich flames at 4 atm. The most striking observation from Fig. 10 is the
occurrence of linear spatial correlation between HRR and HCO concentration for the
stoichiometric flame. This finding confirms that HCO can be used as a reliable HRR
marker for the stoichiometric premixed H2/CO syngas turbulent flame at elevated
pressures. For the lean flame, it shows a poor spatial correlation with the HRR with more
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scatter at higher values of HCO concentration. Finally, for the rich flame, there are two
regimes separated by the HCO mass fraction of 0.5. In each regime, there appears to be a
linear correlation between HRR and HCO concentration.

The normalised HRR against the normalised mass fraction of HO2 are plotted in Fig. 11
for three equivalence ratios spanning from lean to rich flames. For the lean flame, the
scatter plot of HRR versus HO2 shows much broader distribution for a full range of HO2
concentrations, hence poor spatial correlation with the HRR. However, for the
stoichiometric flame, the scatter plot of HRR versus HO2 appears smoother and linear.
Furthermore, for the rich flame, HO2 shows poor spatial correlation with the HRR.
Generally, the results in Fig. 11 suggest that the mass fraction of HO2 can also be used as
a HRR marker for turbulent high hydrogen content syngas premixed flame at
stoichiometric condition.

The normalised HRR against the product of normalised mass fractions of OH and CH2O
at 4 atm is given in Fig. 12. Despite small differences, the scatter plots show the same
trends for the lean, stoichiometric and rich flames. Importantly, the HRR linearly
correlate with the product of mass fractions of OH and CH2O over a full range of values,
despite an inflection point at a value of around 0.15 for the product of mass fractions of
OH and CH2O. If the purpose of a flame marker is a qualitative indicator of the chemical
reaction rate, then the product of OH and CH2O mass fractions is a good flame marker,
because it is relatively insensitive to the equivalence ratio.
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Generally, the results obtained in the present study illustrate the influence of equivalence
ratio on the spatial distribution in the heat release rate as well as flame markers for H2/CO
turbulent premixed syngas flame with 70% H2 and 30% CO in the fuel mixture at
elevated pressures. The findings of this study may also be valid to turbulent hydrogen
premixed flame propagates under similar physical conditions (see Table 1). However,
even at similar physical conditions (i.e. equivalence ratio, pressure and turbulence
conditions), the results presented in this study may differ for different fuel compositions
with lower amount of hydrogen in the fuel mixture due to different factors such as fuel
Lewis number and preferential diffusion effects, laminar flame thickness and laminar
burning velocity.

Conclusions
A three-dimensional direct numerical simulation study on the effect of equivalence ratio
on variations in the spatial distribution of the heat release rate and heat release markers of
syngas-air expanding turbulent spherical premixed flames was conducted at elevated
pressures. Simulations were performed using detailed syngas chemistry validated at high
pressures. The diffusive processes were computed using the mixture-averaged transport
models (non-unity Lewis number model) including the Soret effect. Three cases with
equivalence ratios of 0.7 (fuel-lean), 1.0 (stoichiometric) and 1.4 (fuel-rich), respectively,
were performed for HHC premixed H2/CO syngas fuel mixture with 70% of H2 and 30%
of CO by volume, at constant pressure value of p = 4 bar and initial turbulent Reynolds
number of Ret = 100. The main conclusions of the study are as follows:
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1. Centrally ignited flame balls are subjected to the influence of thermo-diffusive
effects, Darrieus-Landau instability and turbulence, whose flame surfaces exhibit
cellular and wrinkling structures to varying degrees. The equivalence ratio
introduces additional complexity which affects the flame surface dynamics and
the heat release rate (HRR). The Darrieus-Landau instability is relatively
insensitive to the equivalence ratio, at least for the cases we considered, while the
thermo-diffusive process is strongly affected by the equivalence ratio. Under the
turbulent and elevated pressure conditions simulated, the thermo-diffusive effect
is stabilising especially at high wavenumbers while Darrieus-Landau instability is
destabilising over the full range of wavenumbers. As the thermo-diffusive effect
increases as the equivalence ratio decreases, the fuel-lean flame is more unstable
than the fuel-rich flame with the stoichiometric flame in between, under the joint
effects of the Darrieus-Landau instability and the thermo-diffusive instability.
Lower HRR values exhibit in concave structures of the fuel-lean flame, indicating
regions close to local flame quenching, which is not found in the stoichiometric
and fuel-rich flames.
2. The equivalence ratio has a significant impact on variations in the spatial
distribution of the HRR. For the fuel-lean flame, a positive correlation is found
between curvature and HRR with low HRR values in the negative curvature zone
and high HRR values in the positive curvature zone. The opposite trends are
found in the fuel-rich flame. For the stoichiometric flame, no apparent correlation
is found between curvature and heat release rate. These outcomes are due to the
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changing balance of two key factors, temperature and availability of fuel, in the
positive and negative curvature regions as the equivalence ratio increases.
3. The equivalence ratio has a complex relation with the common flame markers.
Scatter plots of HRR versus the mass fraction of species concentrations show that
HCO and HO2 concentrations are linearly correlated with HRR for the
stoichiometric flame. For both fuel lean and rich combustion, however, the
relation between HCO and HO2 concentrations and HRR is far from linearity. On
the other hand, scatter plots of the HRR versus the product of mass fractions of
OH and CH2O show the same trends regardless of the equivalence ratio.
Importantly, their correlations are positive over the full range of values, despite an
inflection point. The product of OH and CH2O mass fractions is therefore a better
flame marker than HCO and HO2, but its calculation is more involved.
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Appendix
We present here for completeness the mathematical expressions for the growth rate

ω (1 − Ω / Pe) , contribution to the growth rate of the TD instability −ωΩ / Pe ,
contribution to the growth rate of the DL instability ω . The mathematical expressions
were first derived by Bechtold and Matalon [59] and later reconstructed and extended by
Bradley [60, 61]. It is important to note that mathematical expressions for the growth
rate, DL and TD instabilities in terms of series of spherical harmonic integers, n, are
given here with modified expressions reported by Bradley [61]:
−(b − a ) + ((b − a) 2 − 4ac)
ω=
2a
Ω=

(6)

Q1 + lQ2

(7)

ω

Where
l=

β ( Leeff − 1)
represents the deviation of effective Lewis number from unity,
(σ − 1)

a = (σ + 1)n + 1

(8)

b = 2n 2 + (4 + 5σ )n + 4

(9)

(σ − 1)n3
1

c=
−
+ 2n 2 + 3(σ + 1) −  n + 2
σ
σ


(10)

 ln σ

[(σ + 1)n 4 + (2ω + 5)σ n3 + (ωσ − 2σ 2 + σ − 1)n 2


−1  σ − 1
Q
=

1 [ 2ω a + b − 2a ] 
+(σ − 7 − 3ω − σω )nσ − 2σ (1 + ω )] + n(n 2 − 1)(n + 2) σ − 1 
σ 


(11)
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=
Q2 γ [ 2σ (2ω a + b − 2a ) ] {2n 4 + [2ωσ + 2ω + 10σ − 3]n3
−1

+[2σω 2 + (5σ − 1)ω + 3σ − 2σ 2 − 2]n 2

(12)

+[σω (1 − 4σ ) − (14σ + 1)ω + 3 − 9σ − 8σ ]n − 2σ (ω + 4ω + 3)}
2

2

2

2

σ (= ρu / ρb ) is the thermal expansion parameter, Pe(= r / δ th ) the Peclet number,
σ

number, γ σ ∫ (ln( s ) /( s − 1))ds , Leeff the effective
=
β ( Ta (Tb − Tu ) / Tb2 ) the Zeldovich =
1

Lewis number. Here ρ is the density, r the flame radius, δ th the flame thickness, suffices

u and b indicate unburned and burned gas and Ta the activation temperature.

The Lewis number of the H2/CO syngas fuel mixture is calculate using the method
proposed by Law et al. [52]:
LeH 2 / CO = 1 +

qH 2 ( LeH 2 − 1) + qCO ( LeCO − 1)

(13)

qH 2 + qCO

where qi = QYi / CPTu (i refers to H2 and CO) is the non-dimensional heat release
associated with the consumption of species i, Q is the heat of reaction and Yi is the supply
mass fraction of species i. LeH 2 (≈ 0.317) , LeCO (≈ 1.171) are the fuel Lewis numbers of
H2-air

mixture

at

φH

2

and

CO-air

mixture

at

φCO respectively,

where

φH = (nH / nA ) /(nF / nA ) st , φCO = (nCO / nA ) /(nF / n A ) st are the hydrogen and carbon
2

2

monoxide-based equivalence ratio respectively, nH 2 , nCO , nF , n A are the mole fractions of
hydrogen, carbon monoxide, fuel and air in the reactant mixture.
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Table 1: Turbulence and flame properties at three equivalence ratios at the beginning of
the simulation. Note that pressure is constant during the simulation.
Equivalence ratio ( φ )
Pressure (atm)
Turbulent Reynolds number ( Ret )
Damköhler number ( Da )
Karlovitz number ( Ka )
Kinematic viscosity (ν , m 2 / s )
Integral length scale ( lt , m )

0.7

1.0

1.4

4 atm
100

4 atm
100

4 atm
100

2.99
3.33
4.13e-06

3.57
2.54
4.20e-06

3.82
1.15
4.31e-06

6.37e-04

6.37e-04

6.37e-04

u '/ S L

2.07

1.45

1.27

lt / δ th
Grid resolution

6.05

6.05

6.05

600 × 600 × 600

600 × 600 × 600

600 × 600 × 600

Kolmogorov length scale (ηk , µ m )
Cell width ( µ m )
Number of grid points in flame
thickness

14.9

14.9

14.9

13

13

13

8

8

8
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Table 2: Data used to compute the theoretical relation of thermo-diffusive instability,
Darries-Landau instability and growth rate extracted from the simulations.

φ

σ

β

LeH 2 / CO

LeO

Leeff

0.7

6.8

8.0

0.385

2.3

0.784

1.0

6.95

5.2

0.43

2.3

1.365

1.4

6.85

3.98

0.49

2.3

1.791

φ - equivalence ratio

σ - thermal expansion parameter
β - Zeldovich number

LeH 2 / CO - fuel Lewis number

LeO - oxidiser Lewis number
Leeff - effective Lewis number
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Figure Captions
Fig.1. The computational configuration of the expanding turbulent spherical flame.
Fig. 2. DNS images of spherical flame growth (temperature iso-surfaces at flame front) in
syngas/air mixtures at 4 atm at equivalence ratios of 0.7, 1.0 and 1.4, showing the
development of cellular and wrinkled flame fronts for lean, stoichiometric and rich
flames at elevated pressures.
Fig. 3. Iso-surfaces of the flame front, coloured by local curvature values, at 4 atm for
flames with equivalence ratios 0.7, 1.0 and 1.4 respectively. Note that iso-surfaces of the
three flames are plotted at a fixed surface area of 5.685e-5 m2, where flames are
spherically expanded and cellular burning structures are fully developed. The
corresponding time instants are t=1.35e-4s (lean flame), 1.48e-4s (stoichiometric flame),
1.63e-4s 9 (rich flame).
Fig. 4. Zoomed-in views, corresponding to the inset A of Fig. 3.
Fig. 5. Probability density functions (pdf) of local curvature along the flame front at 4
atm for flames with equivalence ratios of 0.7, 1.0 and 1.4. Note that rectangles indicate
histogram and lines indicate true pdf curve (green-line) and Gaussian pdf curve (red-line).
The pdf plots are generated at a fixed surface area of 5.685e-5 m2, where flames are
spherically expanded and cellular burning structures are fully developed. The
corresponding time instants are t=1.35e-4s (lean flame), 1.48e-4s (stoichiometric flame),
1.63e-4s 9 (rich flame).
Fig. 6. Thermo-diffusive (TD) instability, Darrieus-Landau (DL) instability, and growth
rate as a function of the wave number for flames with equivalence ratios of 0.7, 1.0 and
1.4, showing thermo-diffusive stabilising effect increasing from lean to rich flames.
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Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of the heat release rate (HRR) in a cross-section of the full
three-dimensional flame ball for three equivalence ratios at a pressure of 4 atm. Note that
iso-surfaces of the three flames are plotted at a fixed surface area of 5.685e-5 m2, where
flames are spherically expanded and cellular burning structures are fully developed. The
corresponding time instants are t=1.35e-4s (lean flame), 1.48e-4s (stoichiometric flame),
1.63e-4s (rich flame).
Fig. 8. Zoomed-in views, corresponding to the inset A of Fig. 7.
Fig. 9. Scatter plots of the HRR versus curvature along the flame front for three
equivalence ratios at a pressure of 4 atm. Here the dashed-line shows the best-linear
fitting curve.
Fig. 10. Scatter plots of normalised heat release rate versus normalised mass fraction of
HCO for three equivalence ratios at a pressure of 4 atm.
Fig. 11. Scatter plots of normalised heat release rate versus normalised mass fraction of
HO2 for three equivalence ratios at a pressure of 4 atm.
Fig. 12. Scatter plots of normalised heat release rate versus normalised mass fractions
product of OH and CH2O for three equivalence ratios at a pressure of 4 atm.
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Figures:

Fig.1. The computational configuration of the expanding turbulent spherical flame.
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Fig. 2. DNS images of spherical flame growth (temperature iso-surfaces at flame front) in
syngas/air mixtures at 4 atm at equivalence ratios of 0.7, 1.0 and 1.4, showing the
development of cellular and wrinkled flame fronts for lean, stoichiometric and rich
flames at elevated pressures.
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Fig. 3. Iso-surfaces of the flame front, coloured by local curvature values, at 4 atm for
flames with equivalence ratios 0.7, 1.0 and 1.4 respectively. Note that iso-surfaces of the
three flames are plotted at a fixed surface area of 5.685e-5 m2, where flames are
spherically expanded and cellular burning structures are fully developed. The
corresponding time instants are t=1.35e-4s (lean flame), 1.48e-4s (stoichiometric flame),
1.63e-4s 9 (rich flame).
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Fig. 4. Zoomed-in views, corresponding to the inset A of Fig. 3.
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(b)
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Fig. 5. Probability density functions (pdf) of local curvature along the flame front at 4
atm for flames with equivalence ratios of 0.7, 1.0 and 1.4. Note that rectangles indicate
histogram and lines indicate true pdf curve (green-line) and Gaussian pdf curve (red-line).
The pdf plots are generated at a fixed surface area of 5.685e-5 m2, where flames are
spherically expanded and cellular burning structures are fully developed. The
corresponding time instants are t=1.35e-4s (lean flame), 1.48e-4s (stoichiometric flame),
1.63e-4s 9 (rich flame).
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Fig. 6. Thermo-diffusive (TD) instability, Darrieus-Landau (DL) instability, and growth
rate as a function of the wave number for flames with equivalence ratios of 0.7, 1.0 and
1.4, showing thermo-diffusive stabilising effect increasing from lean to rich flames.
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Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of the heat release rate (HRR) in a cross-section of the full
three-dimensional flame ball for three equivalence ratios at a pressure of 4 atm. Note that
iso-surfaces of the three flames are plotted at a fixed surface area of 5.685e-5 m2, where
flames are spherically expanded and cellular burning structures are fully developed. The
corresponding time instants are t=1.35e-4s (lean flame), 1.48e-4s (stoichiometric flame),
1.63e-4s (rich flame).
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Fig. 8. Zoomed-in views, corresponding to the inset A of Fig. 7.
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Fig. 9. Scatter plots of the HRR versus curvature along the flame front for three
equivalence ratios at a pressure of 4 atm. Here the dashed-line shows the best-linear
fitting curve.
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Fig. 10. Scatter plots of normalised heat release rate versus normalised mass fraction of
HCO for three equivalence ratios at a pressure of 4 atm.
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Fig. 11. Scatter plots of normalised heat release rate versus normalised mass fraction of
HO2 for three equivalence ratios at a pressure of 4 atm.
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Fig. 12. Scatter plots of normalised heat release rate versus normalised mass fractions
product of OH and CH2O for three equivalence ratios at a pressure of 4 atm.
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